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The real-space grid based implementation of the Kohn–Sham density functional theory of electrons using
the ﬁnite difference method for derivatives of variables, has attractive features of parallelizability and
applicability to various boundary conditions in addition to universality in target materials. Following
the divide-and-conquer strategy, we propose a linear scaling algorithm of it by advancing the algorithm
in [F. Shimojo et al., Comput. Phys. Comm. 167 (2005) 151]. In the Kohn–Sham-type equation for
a domain, we introduce (i) the density-template potential for density continuity with simple stepwise
weight functions and (ii) the embedding potential to take into account all the quantum correlation
effects with other overlapping domains in addition to the classical effects of ionic and electronic Coulomb
potentials. We thereby realize reasonably high accuracies in atomic forces with relatively small numbers
of buffer ions irrespective of the electronic characters of materials. The timing tests on parallel machines
demonstrate the linear scaling of the code with little communication time between the domains.
© 2012 Elsevier B.V. Open access under CC BY-NC-ND license.1. Introduction
The Kohn–Sham (KS) formulation of the density functional the-
ory (DFT) [1,2], which uses the electron density instead of 3N-
dimensional wavefunction (the number of electrons N) as the basic
variable, has made great successes in analyzing the ground state
electronic properties of small systems [3]. Recent advancement in
fabricating electronic devices and systems [4] at the nano-meter
scale such as the LSI and micro-electromechanical systems [5] mo-
tivates us to apply the KS-DFT scheme to such complex-structured
systems. Issues of interest include: prediction of microscopic struc-
tures of materials interfaces and their strengths, and understanding
reaction dynamics in both fabrication and failure processes [6,7].
Among various forms of the numerical implementation of the KS-
DFT scheme, it is conventional to use planewaves [8–10] to repre-
sent electronic orbitals of a supercell of a solid-state system under
the periodic boundary conditions (PBCs). The merits of using the
basis set of the planewaves include: their independence on ionic
positions, high accuracy in the computation of the kinetic energy,
eﬃcient usage of the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) [11] method,
and universality in target materials. Using such a delocalized basis
set as the planewaves, however, makes the conventional KS-DFT
code too slow even on parallel machines to be applied directly to
such a large system.
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namic properties of such an inherently multi-scaled system with
the KS-DFT scheme is to use the hybrid quantum-classical (QM-
CL) method [12]. In the hybrid method, we apply, for instance,
the KS-DFT scheme to a relatively small region selected adap-
tively, while the classical inter-atomic potential to the environmen-
tal region [13,14]. The mechanical coupling of the two regions at
the atomistic scale is realized by introducing virtual buffer atoms
to both descriptions [15]. The atomic forces in both QM and CL
regions are calculated concurrently to simulate the dynamics of
atoms. At the re-selection of the QM region, the calculated atomic
forces are unchanged practically, while the energy of the system is
not.
The real-space grid (RG) based KS-DFT method [16–23] has
been used for the QM calculation in the hybrid QM-CL method,
in which the eigen orbitals and the potentials are represented on
a set of grid points in 3D and their derivatives are evaluated by
the ﬁnite difference method. The RGDFT method has the same
computation scale-order and universality in target systems as the
conventional planewave-based KS-DFT method does. Furthermore
the RGDFT method is applicable to charged systems with vari-
ous boundary conditions including external electric ﬁeld. As the
RGDFT method does not use the FFT method that is not suited
to parallel machines, it is highly parallelizable by spatial decom-
position of the grid points [21,23]. Former applications of the hy-
brid QM-CL method include: calculation of the migration energy
of an O atom in stressed Si [24], simulation of the Li diffusion in
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the contact area of diamond tip and Si surface in moisture environ-
ment [26]. The larger QM region, the better from the viewpoint of
the physical accuracy. On the other hand, the QM computation at
every time step should be ﬁnished within reasonable timings. Bal-
ancing the two needs, we set the QM regions composed of about
100 atoms only (about 200 atoms including the buffer atoms) in
the former hybrid QM-CL simulation runs [24–27].
The atomic orbital (AO)-based KS-DFT method [28,29], in which
eigen orbitals are represented by a localized basis set of elec-
tronic orbitals of free atoms or their modiﬁcations, can also be
used in the hybrid QM-CL method. However, careful choice of the
basis set is essential for high accuracy, particularly for metallic sys-
tems or when chemical bonds break. Despite such inconvenience,
the AODFT method has been widely used for various molecules
because of its high computation speed and accumulation of expe-
riences. Its extension to the order-N scheme has been proposed
following the divide-and-conquer (DC) strategy [30–35]. In such
a DC-AODFT method, a target system is divided into overlapping
domains with buffer ions. For each domain, the eigen orbitals rep-
resented by the AO basis set are obtained as the self-consistent
eigen functions of the total KS equation up to the global Fermi en-
ergy. The total density is then obtained as the summation of the
weighted densities of the domains.
The RGDFT method has the attractive feature of universality in
target materials and settings resulting from no usage of the AO to
represent the eigen orbitals. With application to a large QM region
in the hybrid QM-CL simulation in mind, we will therefore develop
an order-N RGDFT method following the DC strategy. Since no ba-
sis set will be used in the DC-RGDFT, the electronic states relating
to the buffer ions may vary signiﬁcantly depending on the effective
potential ﬁeld created by other domains. Controlling those elec-
tronic states relating to the buffer ions to resemble the states in
the original system will be crucial for the DC-RGDFT method to
give accurate density and atomic forces. Such a control has not
been considered in the DC-AODFT method because of the limited
ﬂexibility of the AO-based orbitals.
A seminal paper [36] exists for such a DC-RGDFT scheme. Pos-
sibility of applying the DC-RGDFT scheme to large-scale systems
was demonstrated using massively parallel machines [37,38]. In
the formulation in Ref. [36], the embedding effect of the elec-
tronic kinetic energy for a domain was considered in addition to
that of the electronic and ionic Coulomb potentials. Unfortunately,
the formulas were sensitive to the forms of the weight functions
that were introduced to divide the total system into the domains.
The quantum embedding effect of the exchange–correlation po-
tential was ignored. Critical analyses on the accuracy of atomic
forces have not been shown. Considering these, in the present pa-
per, we will include all the embedding effects of the electronic and
ionic Coulomb potentials and of electronic kinetic and exchange–
correlation potentials through formulas that are not sensitive to
the weight functions. Therefore a proper embedding potential will
be introduced to the KS-type equation for a domain. In addition,
we will introduce a novel density-template potential for the over-
lapping area of the domains to the KS-type equation to realize
continuation of density. We will demonstrate that the combination
of the embedding and density-template potentials gives accurate
atomic forces for various materials as ceramics, semiconductors,
and metals with relatively small numbers of buffer ions. Bench-
mark tests of the DC-RGDFT code on parallel machines will be
performed to show its order-N scaling and practical computation
times for large-scale atomic clusters.
Organization of the rest of the this paper is the following. In
Section 2, based on the RGDFT method, present formulation of the
DC-RGDFT method will be explained. In Section 3, physical accu-
racies of both density and atomic forces for various materials willbe analyzed. Computation times of the DC-RGDFT code on paral-
lel machines will be presented. Summary and concluding remarks
will be given in Section 4.
2. Methods
2.1. Real-space grid Kohn–Sham DFT (RGDFT) method
In this subsection we summarize the RGDFT method [16–23]
before we advance it to the DC-type. Let us consider an atomic
cluster composed of Nion ions with charge numbers {Zi} at posi-
tions {Ri} (i = 1,2, . . . ,Nion) and the valance electrons. For sim-
plicity, the charge-neutral system is assumed though the formula-
tion is applicable to non-neutral systems also; the total number of
electrons Ne =∑i Zi .
The well-known Kohn–Sham equation for the eigen orbital
φn(r) with the eigen energy n is[
−1
2
∇2 + vH(r) +
Nion∑
i=1
v ion,i(r) + vxc(r)
]
φn(r) = nφn(r) (1)
in the atomic unit (i.e., me = h¯ = e = 1). The Hartree potential in
Eq. (1) is
vH(r) =
∫
dr′ ρ(r
′)
|r −r′| (2)
or
∇2vH(r) = −4πρ(r) (3)
with the density of electrons
ρ(r) =
Ne/2∑
n=1
2
∣∣φn(r)∣∣2 (4)
in the spin neutral case.
The pseudopotential of ion-i, v ion,i(r), for φn(r) acts as
v ion,i(r)φn(r) = vL,i(r)φn(r) + vNL,i(r)|φn〉 (5)
with
vNL,i(r)|φn〉
=
lmax∑
l=0
l∑
m=−l
φ
ps
lm,i(r)vl,i(r)
∫
dr′ φps∗lm,i(r′)vl,i(r′)φn(r′)∫
dr φps∗lm,i(r)vl,i(r)φpslm,i(r)
. (6)
Here the Kleinman–Bylander form [39] is adopted for the treat-
ment of the non-local pseudopotential. The norm-conserving pseu-
dopotentials [40] are used. The φpslm,i(r) in Eq. (6) is the pseudo
eigen orbital for a free atom-i at angular state (l,m). The pseu-
dopotential at a chosen angular state l = lloc (often the maximum
of l) is regarded as the local pseudopotential, and the deviation of
the pseudopotential from the local one as the non-local pseudopo-
tential:
vL,i(r) ≡ vlloc,i(r) and vl,i(r) ≡ vl,i(r) − vlloc,i(r) (7)
with the pseudopotential vl,i(r) for a free ion-i at angular state l.
The vL,i(r) contains the long-ranged Coulomb potential, while the
vl,i(r) is short-ranged.
The vxc(r) in Eq. (1) is the exchange–correlation potential de-
ﬁned as the functional derivative of the exchange–correlation en-
ergy:
vxc(r) = δExc(ρ) . (8)
δρ(r)
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For simplicity, we use the local density approximation (LDA) for-
mula in Ref. [41].
The eigen orbitals in Eq. (1) are solved numerically through the
self-consistent ﬁeld (SCF) iteration [8,9,42] under the orthonormal-
ization constraint:∫
dr φ∗i (r)φ j(r) = δi, j ≡
{
1, for i = j,
0, for i = j. (9)
The number of SCF iterations required to reach the convergence,
which is independent of the target system size, is typically twenty.
In the conventional planewave-based KS-DFT method, eigen or-
bitals are represented using the planewaves under the PBCs. And
the SCF iteration procedure contains the local iteration for all the
energy levels considered. In sweeping the orbitals for a given ρ(r)
in the local iteration procedure, orbitals are updated one by one
from the lowest to highest energy levels by the conjugate gradient
method with the Gram–Schmidt orthonormalization [11] to the or-
bitals at lower energy levels.
In the RGDFT method, we set the Cartesian grid points in 3D
with the grid size h to describe the eigen orbitals and the poten-
tials. The grid size h in unit of the Bohr radius aB ≈ 0.529 Å cor-
responds to the cutoff energy 0.5(π/h)2 (a.u.) (1 a.u. of energy ≈
27.2 eV) in the conventional planewave-based KS-DFT method. The
overall shape of the grid points is spherical with radius rmax,
which is determined to enclose all the ions with a few Å vac-
uum width so that ρ(r) = 0 at r = rmax. The second derivative
operations in the three directions in the KS and Poisson equations
are calculated by the high-order (fourth or more) ﬁnite difference
method [11,16,22,23] using the data on multiple grid points in
both plus and minus sides. For the ion with relatively deep pseu-
dopotential as oxygen, a smaller grid size of h/3 is used at around
the ion only to represent the pseudopotential accurately [43]. The
RGDFT method is well suited to the parallel computation envi-
ronment. It is free from the FFT method that becomes ineﬃcient
for massively parallel machines. The idea of spatial decomposi-
tion of the grid points works well for parallel machines. In ad-
dition, the RGDFT method has a unique feature of numerical sta-
bility that helps to realize high computation performance of the
Gram–Schmidt orthonormalization of the orbitals as explained be-
low. While the Gram–Schmidt orthonormalization needs to be per-
formed orbital-by-orbital for stability reasons in the conventional
planewave-based method, it can be performed for all the orbitals
together in the RGDFT method after the orbital sweep in the local
iteration procedure [23]. That rearrangement of the Gram–Schmidt
orthonormalization procedure improves the computation perfor-
mance [23] on a parallel machine by employing a highly tuned
linear-algebra library.
2.2. Divide-and-conquer-type RGDFT method
For the present formulation, we divide a target system into the
total of Nd basic domains arranged in 3D, as depicted in Fig. 1(a)
for 2D case. The boundary surface between the neighboring ba-
sic domains is denoted as Sbdry. To each basic domain, we add a
surface layer taken from the neighboring basic domains with the
cutoff depth dc from Sbdry to deﬁne the domain that overlaps with
neighboring domains. For a domain, we call those ions located in
the basic domain as the real ions as depicted in Fig. 1(b). Those
ions located in the additional surface layer are called the buffer
ions. Other ions that are neither real nor buffer are the external
ions. The Coulomb potential due to the external ion should be
considered in the domain, while it will be modiﬁed at the vicin-
ity of the ion so that the valence electrons become unbound to it.
The weight function WI (r) for domain-I should obey the sum ruleFig. 1. (a) Schematic 2D view of the division of a target system into basic domains in
the DC-RGDFT method. The dots represent the ions. The boundary surfaces Sbdry are
indicated with the lines. (b) Identiﬁcation of all the ions as either the real, buffer, or
external ones for domain-1 in (a). The cutoff depth dc and the maximum radius rmax
of the spherical grid points for domain-1 are depicted with the boundary surfaces.
(c) Contour map of the support function, wDT(r), for domain-1 in (b).
of
∑Nd−1
I=0 WI (r) = 1 at any r. For simplicity we assume the step-
wise form for WI (r): that is, WI (r) = 1 in basic domain-I , while
WI (r) = 0 outside the basic domain.
For domain-I , the density ρI (r) is obtained through the KS-type
equation explained below with the Fermi energy common to all
the domains. The grid points form a sphere of radius rmax with
its center set at the averaged position of the real and buffer ions.
The value of rmax is determined so that the real and buffer ions
are enclosed with suﬃcient vacuum width so that ρI (r) = 0 at r =
rmax. The total density deﬁned as
ρtot(r) ≡
Nd−1∑
I=0
WI (r)ρI (r) (10)
is thereby calculated, which corresponds to ρ(r) in the RGDFT
method. We call WI (r)ρI (r) the real density and [1 − WI (r)]ρI (r)
the shadow density of domain-I .
The KS-type equation in the DC-RGDFT method for domain-I is[
−1
2
∇2 + vDCH (r) +
Nion∑
i=1
vDCion,i(r) + vDCxc (r) + wDT(r)vDT(r)
+ (1− wDT(r))vemb(r)
]
φn(r) = nφn(r). (11)
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same as in the standard KS equation [see Eq. (1)]. The exchange–
correlation potential is
vDCxc (r) =
δExc(ρtot)
δρtot(r) . (12)
The density ρI (r) is calculated as
ρI (r) =
Ne,I/2∑
n=1
2
∣∣φn(r)∣∣2 (13)
with either integer or non-integer number of electrons Ne,I for
domain-I . The global Fermi level is determined so that the total
number of electrons becomes Ne =∑Nd−1I=0 Ne,I .
The Hartree potential in Eq. (11) is deﬁned as
vDCH (r) =
∫
dr′ ρtot(r
′)
|r −r′| . (14)
It includes the embedding effect of the electronic Coulomb poten-
tial from other domains. Note that vDCH (r) is felt by both real and
shadow densities.
As for the pseudopotentials {vDCion,i(r)} in Eq. (11), those terms
relating to the real and buffer ions are the same as that in v ion,i(r)
in Eq. (1). On the other hand, the vDCion,i(r)’s relating to the external
ions are modiﬁed at small r so that no bound orbital exists on
them. That is, while a relatively short cutoff radius rcL is used to
calculate the local pseudopotential vL,i(r) of an external ion at r if
the r corresponds to the angle within plus and minus 60◦ from the
direction orienting from the external ion to the nearest-neighbor
buffer ion, a longer cutoff distance than rcL is used if the condition
does not meet. The non-local pseudopotentials by the external ions
are assumed to be zero.
Continuation of ρtot(r) at the boundary Sbdry is a principal
property that should be held in the DC-RGDFT method. To realize
this, the existing method [36,37] used a soft weight function with
the embedding potential in a unique form. In the method, how-
ever, artiﬁcial density decrease of ρtot(r) occurs at around Sbdry
even if the unweighted density ρI (r) is accurate at the location,
as explained later. We therefore take a different route by introduc-
ing a potential in the KS-type equation to minimize the possible
difference in density at the boundary. Firstly, the density-template
potential deﬁned as
vDT(r) = ρI (r) − ρtot(r)
α
(15)
is considered for domain-I with the adjustable parameter α (> 0).
If ρI (r) < ρtot(r), the vDT(r) lowers the base of the potential in
the KS-type equation and hence acts to increase ρI (r), and vice
versa. Since the vDT(r) should work at around Sbdry only, we sec-
ondary introduce the support function wDT(r) to deﬁne a ﬁnite-
depth layer just outside the Sbdry as depicted in Fig. 1(c):
wDT(r) = 1
1+ exp[(r − dc)/b] , (16)
where b = dc/2 and r is measured from Sbdry toward the out-
side. The supported density-template potential wDT(r)vDT(r) is ﬁ-
nally added to the KS-type equation for domain-I [see Eq. (11)].
Note that the wDT(r)vDT(r) works on both real and shadow den-
sities. We will demonstrate in the next section that the supported
density-template potential is effective to stabilize the shadow den-
sity.
The ρI (r) is assumed to decrease to zero as the r approaches
to rmax. Such abrupt decrease of ρI (r) at peripheral grid points,
which is an artifact of introducing the domains, may modify theeigen orbitals and energies substantially. To minimize the modi-
ﬁcation, we consider the quantum embedding effects [44] of the
kinetic and exchange–correlation energies of electrons by deﬁning
the embedding potential
vemb(r) = δTs(ρtot)
δρtot(r) −
δTs(ρI )
δρI (r) +
δExc(ρtot)
δρtot(r) −
δExc(ρI )
δρI (r) , (17)
where Ts =∑Ne,I/2n=1 ∫ drφ∗n (r)(−∇2)φn(r) and Exc is the exchange–
correlation energy. The LDA is applied to Ts and Exc. When ρI (r)
differs from ρtot(r), the vemb(r) acts to shift up or down the
base of the potential to take into account the many-body quan-
tum effects of electrons. At a high density situation with rs ≡
(3/4πρtot)1/3/aB < 3, the Fermi degeneracy effect dominates and
thereby shifts up the averaged electron energy; at a low density
with rs > 3, the exchange–correlation effect dominates and shifts
down the averaged electron energy. Since the vemb(r) should work
only at the artiﬁcially decreasing tail of ρI (r), the supported em-
bedding potential deﬁned as [1 − wDT(r)]vemb(r) is added in the
KS-type equation for domain-I [see Eq. (11)].
Let us compare the present method with existing similar meth-
ods. The AODFT method uses the pre-computed AO basis set to
describe the eigen orbitals. To advance the AODFT method to the
DC-type, only the classical embedding effects of the Hartree and
ionic Coulomb potentials are considered with soft weight func-
tions [30,32–34]. Hence the DC-AODFT method requires relatively
thick buffer layers to obtain accurate results. As a side effect of us-
ing the AO basis set, the shadow density relating to the buffer ions
ﬂuctuates little in the DC-AODFT method. Therefore the density-
template potential is not considered in the DC-AODFT method.
Difference between the existing method in Ref. [36] and the
present one is clariﬁed below. Both methods use the RGDFT
method for each domain. In Ref. [36], the quantum embedding ef-
fect of the kinetic energy is considered for a domain in addition
to the classical embedding effect of the Hartree and ionic Coulomb
potentials, while the density-template potential is not considered.
Hence the KS-type equation for domain-I in Ref. [36] contains the
embedding potential
vemb(r) = δTs(ρtot)
δρtot(r) −
(
δTs(ρ)
δρ
)
ρ=WI (r)ρI (r)
(18)
with a soft weight function WI (r). The method ignores the shadow
density and regards the real density as embedded in ρtot(r). The
method may cause the following problem. Let us consider the case
of applying the method to a homogeneous system with a soft
weight function. In the case, the ρI (r) should be nearly equal to
ρtot(r) at around Sbdry. Since the inequality WI (r)ρI (r) < ρtot(r)
holds for a thick region (relating to the softness of the weight
function) at around Sbdry, the embedding potential takes on posi-
tive values, i.e., vemb(r) > 0, in the region. It means that ρI (r) will
be suppressed artiﬁcially in the region by vemb(r) despite the in-
trinsic homogeneity of the system, resulting in inhomogeneity of
ρtot(r). In our formulation for the embedding potential, no such an
unphysical situation is expected to occur.
In Refs. [45,46], both density-template and embedding poten-
tials are ignored in the KS-type equation for a domain. As in the
present method, the eigen orbitals are assumed to vanish outside
the spherical grid points. The radii (i.e., {rmax}) and locations of
the domains are optimized adaptively for a target system during
the calculation. We will show in Section 3.2 that inclusion of both
potentials in the KS-type equation make the calculated density and
atomic forces have similar high accuracies irrespective of target
systems without such an optimization procedure.
In the DC-RGDFT method we calculate the forces on atoms as
follows. For an ion-i with charge number Zi at position Ri , we
1668 N. Ohba et al. / Computer Physics Communications 183 (2012) 1664–1673Fig. 2. Brief ﬂowchart of the SCF iteration procedure in the DC-RGDFT method. The
{φn} and {n} are the eigen orbitals and energies for the KS-type equations, respec-
tively. The ρtot is the total density of electrons.
ﬁrstly identify the basic domain I to which the ion belongs. Us-
ing the eigen orbitals and ρI (r) for domain-I , we then calculate
the force Fi acting on atom-i based on the Hellmann–Feynmann
formula [8]:
Fi = −
∫
dr vxc
(
ρI (r) + ρc,I (r)
)∂ρc,I(r)
∂ Ri
−
∫
dr ∂vL,i(r)
∂ Ri
ρtot(r)
−
Ne,I/2∑
n=1
2〈φn|∂vNL,i(r)
∂ Ri
|φn〉 +
=i∑
j
Zi Z j(Ri − R j)
|Ri − R j|3
, (19)
where ρc,I (r) is the partial core-charge density [47] of the real
ions. The atomic force, Fi , is explicitly independent of the weight
function. We expect the combination of the density-template and
embedding potentials makes the total density in the DC-RGDFT
method comparable to that in the RGDFT method, resulting in high
accuracy in atomic forces.
3. Accuracy and timing
3.1. Implementation of DC-RGDFT method
The KS-type equation for each domain [Eq. (11)] is treated on
the real-space grid points that form a sphere. The grid size h is
common to all the domains. The KS-type equations are solved si-
multaneously for all the domains by repeating the following SCF
iteration procedure. As shown in Fig. 2, the procedure for a given
set of densities {ρI (r)} is composed of the following three major
steps: (i) The local iteration in each domain about the orbitals by
the conjugate gradient (CG) method [8,11] with their mutual or-
thonormalization. The global Fermi energy is determined. (ii) The
transferring of data on the overlapping grid points between the
domains with respect to the weighted densities, {WI (r)ρI (r)}, and
the corresponding Hartree potentials. (iii) The update of the set of
densities {ρI (r)} using the Pulay mixing method [48,49].
For the step (i) we exploit the RGDFT code [13,14,21] that is
parallelized following the spatial decomposition strategy to treat
the grid points by multiple compute-nodes. The local CG itera-
tion is repeated for about 3–5 times per orbital. It is composed ofthe updates of the orbitals and of their Gram–Schmidt orthonor-
malization all together. The pre-conditioning (or smoothing) of the
gradients of the orbitals using the six nearest-neighbor grid point
data (two for each direction) with the relative weight 0.1 with re-
spect to the central point is important for numerical stability. The
fourth order ﬁnite difference method that uses nine data points for
each direction is adopted to evaluate the second derivative term;
the possible error is order-h10. Details of the local CG iteration
have been explained in [13,14,21–23].
As for the step (ii), the communicator (or the group of
compute-nodes) for inter-domain communication is prepared for
the MPI standard [50], in addition to the communicator for each
domain for intra-domain communication. For a given cutoff depth
dc, the buffer ions are selected and then the maximum radius rmax
for the spherical grid points is determined for each domain. The
overlaps of the spheres are pre-computed and saved for transfer-
ring of data on the overlapping grid points between the domains.
To compute the Hartree potential relating to ρtot(r), the Pois-
son equation for the weighted density WI (r)ρI (r) is solved for
each domain. If a grid point of a domain overlaps to the point
of a neighboring domain, the Hartree potential on the point ob-
tained by the Poisson solution for the domain is transferred to
the overlapping domain. To the non-overlapping (or far) domains,
the multipole data (up to the 8th order in the spherical harmon-
ics) [51,52] of the weighted density are transferred instead of the
Hartree potentials on the grid points. The total Hartree potential is
thereby constructed by summing those contributions in each do-
main.
In the step (iii), the set of densities {ρI (r)} is updated all to-
gether by the Pulay method [48,49]. The maximum of ten previous
sets are used to get the updated densities. For the next iteration,
the eigen orbitals relating to the updated density are evaluated in
the subspace spanned by the orbitals obtained at the last iteration.
Thereafter the local iteration using the updated potentials in the
KS-type equations repeats. Such a SCF iteration continues for about
20–40 times until convergence that is judged using the residu-
als for orbitals or the change of total energy. If the residuals are
not suﬃciently small, we have the option to ﬁx the {Ne,I } and the
Hartree potential due to the other domains to the averaged values
in each domain, and to perform additional several times iterations
until suﬃciently small residuals are obtained in each domain.
3.2. Accuracy tests of DC-RGDFT method
To test the accuracy of the DC-RGDFT method for various mate-
rials with different electronic characters, we consider three charge-
neutral systems: semiconductor Si, metallic Al, and ceramic alu-
mina. All the three systems, rectangular in shape, are placed in
vacuum. In the case of the Si, the dimensions are (Lx, L y, Lz) =
(14.8 Å,9.5 Å,9.5 Å) and the total of 96 ions are arranged in the
diamond crystalline structure. In the case of the Al, (Lx, L y, Lz) =
(15.2 Å,10.1 Å,6.0 Å), the total of 96 ions in the fcc structure. In
the case of the alumina, (Lx, L y, Lz) = (12.5 Å,8.1 Å,4.2 Å), the
total of 60 ions in the α-Al2O3 structure. As shown in Fig. 3, two
basic domains with equal size are set for each system; the bound-
ary surface Sbdry is located at Lx/2. The cutoff depth for the buffer
ions is dc = {5.0aB,7.0aB,9.0aB} to see the dependence of the ac-
curacy in atomic force on dc. In the case of the Si, the numbers of
buffer ions are 16, 24, and 32 for dc = 5.0aB, 7.0aB, and 9.0aB, re-
spectively; 12, 24, and 36, in the case of the Al; 12, 18, and 22,
in the case of the alumina. The grid size h = 0.55aB. For the O
ions only, a ﬁner grid of h/3 is used to describe the local and non-
local pseudopotentials. The parameter α for the density-template
potential in Eq. (15) is determined heuristically as α = 0.033 in
the atomic unit for all three systems. We note that the calculated
density and forces are not sensitive to the value of α. The cutoff
N. Ohba et al. / Computer Physics Communications 183 (2012) 1664–1673 1669Fig. 3. The x–y views of the test systems to be treated by the DC-RGDFT
method. Two basic domains (0 and 1) are depicted. Various cutoff depths dc =
{5.0aB,7.0aB,9.0aB} for the buffer ions are depicted for domain-0 (1aB ≈ 0.529 Å).
(a) The crystalline Si96 system, (b) the crystalline Al96 system, and (c) the α-alumina
Al24O36 system.
radii for the Coulomb potentials of the external ions [see Fig. 1(b)]
are set also as: rcL = 1.4aB, 1.8aB, and 1.5aB, for Si, Al, and O ions,
respectively.
Fig. 4 shows the ρ0(r) of domain-0 in the Si system for dc =
5.0aB. The 3D isosurface at 0.07a
−3
B is shown in Fig. 4(a); the
2D intensity map on Lz/2, in Fig. 4(b). Besides, to see the effects
of the density-template and embedding potentials separately, the
ρ0(r) if only the density-template potential is used is depicted
in Figs. 4(c) and (d); the ρ0(r), if only the embedding potential,
in Figs. 4(e) and (f). The ρ0(r) in basic domain-0 appears to be
unaffected by changing the potential setting. On the other hand,
the ρ0(r) outside basic domain-0 (i.e., the shadow density) differs
substantially between the potential settings. If only the density-
template potential is used, the shadow density extends much to
the x-direction (i.e., toward the other domain) as seen in Figs. 4(c)
and (d). This is expected because the density-template potential,
which works at around the boundary Sbdry in the buffer region,
acts to make ρ0(r) close to ρtot(r) at the region. As seen in
Figs. 4(e) and (f), the embedding potential only is not suﬃcient to
stabilize the shadow density of ρ0(r). Though the partial shadow-
density [1 − W0(r)]|φi(r)|2 of eigen orbital-i, which exists outside
basic domain-0 near the boundary Sbdry, gives no contribution to
ρtot(r), variation of the partial shadow-density affects not only
the φi(r) itself but also all the other eigen orbitals in domain-0
through the orthogonality relation. Stability of the shadow density
is essential for both fast convergence in the SCF iteration and ac-
curate atomic forces.
Similar analyses about the calculated ρ0(r) are performed for
both Al and alumina systems with dc = 5.0aB as depicted in Figs. 5
and 6, respectively. For the Al system, the 3D isosurface at 0.02a−3B
is shown; the 3D isosurface at 0.04a−3 for the alumina system. AsBFig. 4. The x–y views of ρ0(r) for domain-0 of the Si96 system in Fig. 3 calculated
by the DC-RGDFT method. The dc = 5.0aB. The grid size h = 0.55aB (1aB ≈ 0.529 Å).
The (a) and (b) relate to the present formulation with both density-template and
embedding potentials; (c) and (d), with the density-template potential only; (e) and
(f), with the embedding potential only. The isosurfaces at ρ0(r) = 0.07a−3B are plot-
ted in (a), (c), and (e). The (b), (d) and (f) depict the 2D intensity maps on the
middle surfaces perpendicular to the z-direction.
has been found for the Si system, the embedding potential alone
cannot produce the shadow density properly for both Al and alu-
mina systems. Substantial spatial ﬂuctuation of the shadow density
occurs if the embedding potential alone is used for the Al system,
while abrupt decrease of the shadow density at around the dis-
tance of dc from the Sbdry is seen for the alumina system. In both
Al and alumina systems, the density-template potential acts to ex-
tend ρ0(r) to the x-direction in similar ways to the case of the Si
system.
The total density calculated as ρtot(r) = W0(r)ρ0(r) +
W1(r)ρ1(r) is plotted in Figs. 7(a) and (b) for the Si system, in
Figs. 7(c) and (d) for the Al system, and in Figs. 7(e) and (f) for
the alumina system. In Figs. 7(a), (c), and (e), the 3D isosurfaces at
the same density values as in Figs. 4–6 are plotted with the ions
drawn by the spheres. Figs. 7(b), (d), and (f) are the corresponding
2D mappings of density on the Lz/2 surfaces. The ρtot(r) agrees
accurately with that obtained separately by the RGDFT method;
the maximum deviation in density is smaller than 10−4a−3B .
We proceed to analyze the accuracy of atomic forces in the
DC-RGDFT method. We deﬁne the deviations of the forces {δFi ≡
|Fi − Fref,i |} from the reference values {Fref,i} calculated by the
RGDFT method with the same grid size h. Table 1 lists the maxi-
mum and average of {δFi} over all the atoms in the system for var-
ious dc = 5.0aB, 7.0aB, and 9.0aB; the Si, Al, and alumina systems
are considered. For the Si and alumina systems, both maximum
1670 N. Ohba et al. / Computer Physics Communications 183 (2012) 1664–1673Fig. 5. The same as Fig. 4, but for the Al96 system with the isosurfaces at ρ0(r) =
0.02a−3B .
and average of {δFi} decrease signiﬁcantly as the dc increases. Less
signiﬁcant decreasing behavior relating to the increase of dc is seen
for the Al system. We guess that it is a result of relatively long
nature [53,54] of the density correlation in a metallic system as
Al. For all the three systems the maximum of {δFi} is equal or
smaller than 0.01 a.u. (1 a.u. of force ≈ 51.4 eV/Å) for dc = 5.0aB,
which corresponds to a virtual shift of an atom by as small as
0.01–0.02 Å. We may state that the setting of dc = 5.0aB gives suf-
ﬁcient accuracy in atomic forces for dynamics simulations of all
three systems.
We demonstrate the importance of combining the density-
template and embedding potentials to realize accurate atomic
forces in the DC-RGDFT method. The maxima of {δFi} for the
(Si, Al, alumina) systems calculated for dc = 5.0aB with neither
the density-template nor the embedding potential are (0.060 a.u.,
0.0071 a.u., 0.115 a.u.); (0.242 a.u., 0.025 a.u., 0.32 a.u.) if only
the embedding potential is used; (0.031 a.u., 0.0045 a.u.,
0.019 a.u.) if only the density-template potential is used. Since
the maxima of {δFi} calculated with density-template and embed-
ding potentials are (0.0109 a.u., 0.0042 a.u., 0.0094 a.u.) as shown
in Table 1, it is clear that the combination of both potentials make
the maximum of {δFi} small for all three systems.
If we use the existing method in Ref. [36] with the same set-
tings of dc = 5.0aB and the stepwise weight functions {WI (r)},
the maximum and average of {δFi} are respectively, 0.34 a.u. and
0.025 a.u. for the Si system; 0.098 a.u. and 0.026 a.u. for the AlFig. 6. The same as Fig. 4, but for the Al24O36 system with the isosurfaces at ρ0(r) =
0.04a−3B .
system; 0.41 a.u. and 0.033 a.u. for the alumina system. Relatively
large errors in atomic forces result.
3.3. Timing tests of DC-RGDFT code on parallel machines
In this subsection, we perform timing tests of the DC-RGDFT
code using two parallel machines with different architectures: one
is TSUBAME2.0 at Tokyo Institute of Technology (Intel Xeon X5670
2.93 GHz, InﬁniBand QDR) and the other is Fujitsu FX1 at Nagoya
University (SPARC64 VII 2.5 GHz, InﬁniBand DDR). For the tar-
get systems, we consider charge-neutral Al crystalline systems in
vacuum. The numbers of Al ions Nion are 48, 384, 1296, 3072,
3840, and 6000, which are treated by the DC-RGDFT method with
Nd ≡ Nd,xNd,yNd,z domains arranged in 3D as (Nd,x,Nd,y,Nd,z) =
(1,1,1), (2,2,2), (3,3,3), (4,4,4), (5,4,4), and (5,5,5), respec-
tively. Each basic domain is a collection of the same numbers
(Ncell,x,Ncell,y,Ncell,z) = (3,2,2) of cells of the fcc unit composed
of four ions, which therefore contains 48 real ions with varying
number of buffer ions depending on both location of the domain
and Nd. The cutoff depth for the buffer ions is set as dc = 5.0aB.
Each domain that contains the real and buffer ions is treated with
twelve compute-nodes (or CPU cores) of a parallel machine by spa-
tially dividing the spherical grid points into three, two, and two in
the x, y, and z directions, respectively. Therefore the computation
power increases linearly with Nion. The number of the SCF iter-
ations is ﬁxed to 25. The vacuum radius, which is added to the
minimum radius of the sphere that encloses the real and buffer
ions, is set to 6.0aB. The grid size h = 0.85aB because the error
in atomic force is order 0.01 a.u. Five runs with Nion = 48, 384,
N. Ohba et al. / Computer Physics Communications 183 (2012) 1664–1673 1671Fig. 7. The x–y views of ρtot(r) calculated with two domains by the DC-RGDFT
method. The dc = 5.0aB. The grid size h = 0.55aB (1aB ≈ 0.529 Å). The (a) and (b)
relate to the Si96 system in Fig. 3; (c) and (d), to the Al96 system; (e) and (f), to the
Al24O36 system. The isosurfaces are drawn at ρ0(r) = 0.07a−3B with blue dots for
the Si ions in (a), at 0.02a−3B with blue dots for the Al ions in (c), and at 0.02a
−3
B
with blue (red) dots for the Al (O) ions in (e). The (b), (d) and (f) depict the 2D
intensity maps on the middle surfaces perpendicular to the z-direction.
1296, 3072, and 6000 are performed on TSUBAME2.0, while ﬁve
runs with Nion = 48, 384, 1296, 3072, and 3840 on FX1.
Fig. 8(a) shows the results of the wall-clock time for TSUB-
AME2.0 required to calculate the eigen orbitals and atomic forces
starting with the random number orbitals, for various cases of
Nion. For references, the times required when the RGDFT method is
used with the same number of compute-nodes for the same target
systems are plotted. We ﬁnd in Fig. 8(a) that the time for the DC-
RGDFT method increases substantially up to Nd = 33. It is because
the maximum number of the buffer ions for the domains, which
corresponds to that for the central domain in the 3D arrangement
of domains, increases up to the case of Nd = 33 and becomes con-
stant for Nd = 43 and 53. The time saturates for Nd  43, relating
to the order-N scaling nature of the DC-RGDFT method. It is also
clear in Fig. 8(a) that the DC-RGDFT method is much faster the
RGDFT method as expected.
Let us consider about the inter-domain communication time
that emerges when the RGDFT method is advanced to the DC-type.
Dominant contribution of the inter-domain communication is the
transferring of both weighted density and corresponding Hartree
potential on the overlapping grid points of two spheres with radii
{rmax}. The rmax = 21.2–25.5aB in the present systems. The domain
centers form a deformed rectangular lattice with the x, y, and z
spacings of 18.7–23.0aB, 11.1–15.3aB, and 11.1–15.3aB, respec-
tively. Therefore the inter-domain communication about the grid
point data grows substantially until (Nd,x,Nd,y,Nd,z) = (5,5,5).
In the case of (Nd,x,Nd,y,Nd,z) = (5,5,5) the central domain,
for instance, communicates with 100 domains, while the edge
domain with 33 domains. Such an inter-domain communica-
tion is performed in parallel between the nodes. The amountTable 1
The maximum and average of the deviations of the atomic forces {δFi = |Fi − Fref,i |}
obtained by the DC-RGDFT method for various systems depicted in Fig. 3 with vari-
ous cutoff depths dc ’s for the buffer ions. The reference values {Fref,i} are calculated
by the RGDFT method (1aB ≈ 0.529 Å, 1 a.u. of force ≈ 51.4 eV/Å).
System dc (aB) (δF )max (a.u.) (δF )ave (a.u.)
Si96 5.0 0.0109 0.0018
Si96 7.0 0.0034 0.0009
Si96 9.0 0.0028 0.0009
Al96 5.0 0.0042 0.0023
Al96 7.0 0.0040 0.0022
Al96 9.0 0.0040 0.0021
Al24O36 5.0 0.0094 0.0022
Al24O36 7.0 0.0037 0.0011
Al24O36 9.0 0.0037 0.0008
Fig. 8. The wall-clock times to calculate the atomic forces of the charge-neutral
crystalline Al systems in vacuum composed of Nion Al ions and electrons by the
DC-RGDFT method using Ncore CPU-cores of either (a) TSUBAME2.0 or (b) Fujitsu
FX1. The grid size h = 0.85aB (1aB ≈ 0.529 Å). The number of SCF iteration is ﬁxed
to 25. A domain contains 48 real ions and a varying number of buffer ions, which
is treated with 12 CPU-cores. The inter-domain communication times averaged over
the CPU-cores are plotted also in (b). For references, the corresponding results for
the RGDFT method are plotted by the dashed curve in (a).
of inter-domain communication data averaged over the nodes is
14.1 MB for (Nd,x,Nd,y,Nd,z) = (2,2,2) during the 25 times SCF
iterations, 35.5 MB for (Nd,x,Nd,y,Nd,z) = (3,3,3), 67.8 MB for
(Nd,x,Nd,y,Nd,z) = (4,4,4), and 72.7 MB for (Nd,x,Nd,y,Nd,z) =
(5,5,5). Fig. 8(b) shows the inter-domain communication time as
well as the total computation time for FX1. The total computa-
tion time for FX1 is about twice of that for TSUBAME2.0. We ﬁnd
in Fig. 8(b) that the inter-domain communication time averaged
over the nodes is less than 1% of the total computation time in all
cases for FX1. Similar small fraction of the inter-domain communi-
cation time is expected for TSUBAME2.0 also though we have not
measured it in the present tests.
4. Summary and concluding remarks
In the present paper, we have developed the DC-RGDFT method
for various materials by advancing the existing formulation in
Ref. [36]. In the Kohn–Sham-type equation for a domain, we have
introduced the density-template potential for the density conti-
nuity with the simple stepwise weight functions. We have also
introduced the embedding potential to take into account all the
quantum correlation effects with other domains in addition to the
1672 N. Ohba et al. / Computer Physics Communications 183 (2012) 1664–1673Fig. 9. (a) A typical QM region selected in the hybrid QM-CL simulation of the solid-
electrolyte interphase (SEI) of the graphite (negative) electrode of the Li-ion battery.
The SEI is made of a model molecule, the dilithium ethylene dicarbonate. The QM
region is treated with four domains by the DC-RGDFT method. (b) The isosurfaces
at 0.03a−3B , 0.1a
−3
B , and 0.3a
−3
B of the total density of the system in (a) calculated
by the DC-RGDFT method (1aB ≈ 0.529 Å).
classical embedding effects of electronic and ionic Coulomb poten-
tials. We have thereby obtained reasonable accuracies in atomic
forces for various materials including the semiconductor Si, the
metallic Al, and the ceramic alumina with relatively small numbers
of buffer ions. The timing tests of the DC-RGDFT code on parallel
machines have demonstrated the order-N scaling of it with little
communication time between the domains.
As stated in Section 1, we plan to use the DC-RGDFT method
as the QM method in the hybrid QM-CL simulation for various
problems. One of the problems is the Li transport in the Li-ion
battery. In the Li-ion battery, there forms the solid-electrolyte in-
terphase (SEI) [55] on both negative and positive electrodes by
electrochemical reactions. Graphite has been used as the negative
electrode. The SEI is considered to help stabilize the electrodes,
while the Li transport through the SEI is a principal process that
determines the performance of the battery. Understanding the mi-
croscopic structure of the SEI formed on the graphite and the Li
transport through that, is crucial to advance the Li-ion battery.
One of the model molecules that form the SEI on the graphite is
the dilithium ethylene dicarbonate (Li2EDC) [56]. We have started
to apply the DC-RGDFT method to simulate the Li2EDC-based SEI
system at around the graphite. Fig. 9(a) depicts the QM region
composed of C, H, O, and Li in the hybrid QM-CL simulation of
such a system, which is treated with four domains in the DC-
RGDFT method. Fig. 9(b) shows the isosurfaces at 0.03a−3B , 0.1a
−3
B ,
and 0.3a−3B of the calculated total density. No density disconti-
nuity is observed at the boundary. The calculated density agrees
quite well with that obtained with the RGDFT method. The atomic
forces, whose accuracy is crucial for the dynamics, compare well
with that in the RGDFT method.
Further advancement of the DC-RGDFT code is in progress. It
is desirable to obtain the total energy in the DC-RGDFT method
to calculate, for instance, the barrier energy of a chemical reaction
process. To obtain accurate total energy, we need to minimize the
artiﬁcial effects from the buffer region on the total energy. Note
that the total energy in the DC-RGDFT method cannot be decom-
posed explicitly to the contributions of atomic pairs unlike in the
AO-based approach. Critical examination of the accuracy of the to-
tal energy is in progress. It is also often desirable to obtain the
eigen orbitals that may spread over the total system at around
the Fermi level when one tries to investigate the mechanism of
a chemical reaction. A post calculation will be added to obtain theglobal eigen orbitals for the calculated total density without per-
forming the SCF iteration.
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